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With the Cold War in its prime, eagles 
 were quickly sent to the front lines at bases all around 
the world. Units in Japan, europe, and alaska patrolled 
all facets of communist‑controlled countries as well as 
defending the borders of allied nations. as intended, the 
eagle became america’s frontline fighter. the eagle’s 
impervious combat record proved its ferocity in the 
field not only with the UsaF, but its allied customers.
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Airframe 85‑0102 launches from Nellis Air Force Base in Las 

Vegas, Nevada, as part of a Red Flag exercise. During Operation 

Desert Storm, Capt. David Rose downed a MiG‑23 and Capt. 

Anthony R. Murphy shot down two Su‑22s. Both pilots utilized 

this airframe and the AIM‑7M Sparrow missile. The Eagle is now 

the flagship for the 58th Tactical Fighter Squadron, based at Eglin 

Air Force Base, with “Gulf Spirit” proudly displayed on the nose. 

The close‑up shows the Su‑7 shot down by Col. Rick Parson 

on February 7, 1991, using airframe 84‑0124. Tyson V. Rininger 

(take‑off photo); USAF (close‑up photo)

Maintenance personnel meet an F‑15 Eagle from the 53rd Tactical Fighter Squadron, 36th Tactical Fighter Wing, at Bitburg Air Base, after 

a mission over Bosnia to enforce the no‑fly zone. The 36th was the first wing to receive the Eagle for action on the front line. Eagles from 

Bitburg performed peacetime air policing as well as wartime air defense and air superiority. USAF

F‑15 At WAr

CHAPTER THREE

the 36th tFW at Bitburg, Federal republic of 
germany (Frg), was the first to receive the F‑15 
outside the continental United states. since intelligence 
reports were showing a large increase in Foxbats and 
Floggers stationed at german democratic republic, 
Czechoslovakian, and polish bases, it seemed the 
european front would be the most likely arena for a 
Cold War show of force. 
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the 57th received C model eagles as their first 
jets of that type in november 1985. previously, the 
Black Knights operated F‑102s, F‑4Cs, and F‑4es, 
but the eagles were different than other units. Upon 
arrival, the F‑15s were already equipped with CFts 
and became one of the only C units to regularly fly 
with them attached. the added 1,500 gallons of fuel 
enabled the eagles to intercept Bears at a much further 
distance and remain on station with them for a longer 
period of time. after getting accustomed to the CFts 
and being one of the only units to use them regularly, 
the girthy 57th came to be known as flying the “Wide 
Bodies.” in a thirty‑year period from 1962 to 1991, the 
57th managed to intercept more than three thousand 
soviet aircraft. 

the 1990s tested the F‑15’s abilities. By the start 
of operation desert shield, the F‑15C and e were in 
their prime and ready for the battlefield. on august 2, 

1990, iraqi forces invaded Kuwait with little resistance 
to their surprise attack. immediately, F‑15s from the 
1st tactical Fighter Wing deployed to protect against 
a possible invasion of saudi arabia.

in less than a week, fifty‑two 1st tactical Fighter 
Wing F‑15s performed combat air patrols (Caps) 
along the border of saudi arabia and iraq. While 
coalition forces amassed, iraq continued its occupation 
of Kuwait, claiming historical ownership of the land. 
Under the moniker “operation desert shield,” an 
allied coalition formed to protect surrounding nations 
from invasion. once prepared and ready, coalition 
forces began operation desert storm flushing the 
iraqi troops out of Kuwait and destroying much of 
their military infrastructure.

operation desert storm began on January 17, 
1991, when coalition forces invaded Kuwait at the 
order of president george W. Bush sr. Coalition pilots 

faced moderately trained iraqi air Force (iraF) pilots 
in mig‑21 Fishbeds, mig‑23ml and mig‑23ms/mF 
Floggers, mig‑25pd Foxbats, and the extremely agile 
mig‑29 Fulcrum. 

aircraft units flew predetermined sorties mapped 
out for maximum effect in taking out iraqi iadss as well 
as runways, grounded aircraft, and command, control, 
and communications positions. this pre‑planned 
map of sorties was known as the “air tasking order” or 
“frag” (short for “fragmentary order”).

most eagles provided aerial support for bombers, 
tankers, and aWaCs aircraft as well as Cap for 
allied protection, though mainly from the south. 
as eagles began to operate out of turkey, northern 
Cap missions became more prevalent. eagles 
found themselves flying mixed offense and defense 
missions simultaneously. 

eagle units often switched between offensive 
and defensive roles. offensive counter air missions 
required F‑15s to fly deep into iraqi airspace looking 

Far from the chilly waters of Alaska and Iceland, the Hawaii Air National Guard (HIANG) patrols the most isolated islands in the world. The 

199th Tactical Fighter Squadron, better known as the “HANGmen,” a play on the HIANG acronym, have some of the highest‑time Eagle pilots 

in the Air National Guard. USAF

Freshly painted Eagles from the 18th Tactical Fighter Wing adorn the flight line at Kadena Air Base in Japan. Maintenance personnel and 

flight crews preflight some of the squadron’s F‑15s during exercise Giant Warrior 1989. Even though Japan operated a fleet of F‑15Js, the 

United States patrolled the waters off communist China and provided additional protection for the Japanese Air Self Defense Force. USAF
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Anti‑SAtellite MiSSileS (ASAtS)
it was thought at one point that nearly three‑fourths of all satellites 

rotating earth were being used for military purposes. By 1971, the 

soviet Union was known to have an anti‑satellite system in place and 

the United states had once again, like the mig‑25 surprise, fallen 

behind. Unlike what the United states would eventually develop, the 

soviet Union had a satellite in place that would destroy other satellites.

the UsaF saw the F‑15 eagle as a potential platform for what 

would become an air‑launched miniature vehicle (almV) with a 

multi‑stage rocket. development of the rocket began in 1977 and 

Vought was awarded the contract in 1979. 

the anti‑satellite missile or asat consisted of three stages. 

the first stage consisted of an sr75‑lp‑1 solid‑propellant rocket 

from the agm‑69 sram missile and was subcontracted to Boeing 

for production. the second stage contained the inertial guidance 

package and a thiokol FW‑4s motor that was built by Vought. the 

third stage was the most complex due to it containing a liquid helium 

system enabling the infrared sensor to remain cool. this stage, also 

known as the miniature kill vehicle, housed a guidance computer, 

roll reference sensor, and solid rocket motors for maneuverability, 

activated by a hydrazine attitude control system.

the miniature kill vehicle’s central computer system weighed 

a mere 0.8 pounds. the sixty‑three maneuver motors measured 

0.5 inch each in diameter and managed to squeeze out 10,000 psi 

during their 0.1‑second burn time.

Weighing in at 2,600 pounds with a length just shy of eighteen 

feet, only fifteen asm‑135as were built and of those, six were 

flight‑tested. saC coordinated mission planning for the flight tests 

at Cheyenne mountain complex in Colorado. although the pilot 

was given an advanced heads‑up display with pertinent information 

not found on standard F‑15as, coordinates vectoring the F‑15 to the 

correct location and launch time were still relayed through saC.

Upon launch, the asm‑135a’s first stage fired and propelled 

the missile to the precise inertial point required for satellite 

collision. the second stage used the guidance package to keep the 

third stage on track. this enabled the infrared system to detect 

the target despite the satellite being hundreds of miles away. the 

mKV spun at a rate of thirty‑three revolutions per second in order 

to keep track of altitude while the infrared system continued to 

track its target and relay that information to the guidance system. 

Upon command of the central computer, the mKV’s solid rocket 

motors fired to accomplish its final precision maneuver. the 

asat contained no warhead, as the kinetic energy alone would 

decimate the target. Closing velocity of the satellite and missile were 

expected to approach 15,000 to 25,000 miles per hour, ensuring 

total destruction. 

a live fire was conducted on september 13, 1985, with major 

doug pearson flying airframe 76‑0084. the target, considered 

beyond its service life, was a 1,874‑pound, 6.8‑foot diameter p78‑1 

satellite orbiting about 290 miles above the earth’s surface. the 

missile hit within six inches of the target area. the UsaF described 

the test as flawless.

Because continued testing would potentially violate treaties 

regarding military use of space, this was the only launch of its kind.

The only aircraft to rightfully claim a satellite kill, Eagle 76‑0084 

fires a live ASM‑135A over the Pacific Ocean on September 

13, 1985. Hitting the satellite within six inches of the targeted 

area, the exercise was deemed flawless, though the program 

was eventually cancelled. USAF

Flying over the Vandenberg Air Force Base Satellite Tracking Station, Eagle 76‑0086 demonstrates the enormous size of the 

anti‑satellite missile. USAF

forces in an effort to keep terrorists away from 
mainland europe. these operations and other smaller 
non‑U.s.‑involved conflicts all fell under the global 
War on terrorism (gWot).

the United states, backed by British forces 
and smaller contingents from australia, poland, 
and denmark, led the 2003 invasion of iraq. iraq’s 

cooperation with al Qaeda, along with intelligence 
reports claiming the existence of Weapons of mass 
destruction (Wmds), enforced the reasoning 
behind the invasion. Furthermore, it was believed 
that continued terrorist activity was being funded 
by iraq and supported by saddam hussein. once 
again, F‑15Cs were called in to fly aerial support 

protecting the large bombers. By december 2003, 
coalition forces captured hussein and executed him 
after a trial in december 2006. Just like oeF, F‑15s 
maintained a presence in the skies while F‑15es 
continued to launch attacks against remaining iraqi 
military hardware, al Qaeda hideouts, and any other 
potential threat.

F‑15C eagles and F‑15e strike eagles maintained 
air and ground supremacy. they restored democracy 
to afghanistan and iraq, proved their worth, and 
earned a place in the history books as the most 
successful modern day jet fighter ever built. as of 
2008, F‑15s of all models and operating forces have 
shot down a total of 104 aircraft with zero losses.
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RigHT The 1992 UN resolution Operation Deny Flight protected 

UN forces while assisting humanitarian efforts in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. Following attacks by Serbia and Montenegro, the 

UN ordered reinforcements in the form of Operation Deliberate 

Force. F‑15s played the all‑important role of escort and 

interdiction that kept the larger, unarmed aircraft such as tankers 

and AWACS safe from attack. 

BElow Airman First Class Abram Groves, crew chief of the 

379th Expeditionary Air Maintenance Squadron, uses the solvent 

Penair on the intake of an F‑15C during Operation Iraqi Freedom. 

Crews usually cleaned intakes every other week because of the 

airborne dust and sand prevalent in the area. USAF

lEfT A view from a KC‑135R Stratotanker from the 909th Air 

Refueling Squadron as it refuels an F‑15C Eagle from the 67th 

Fighter Squadron while on a mission two hundred nautical miles 

east of Okinawa. Both units are from the 18th Wing, Kadena Air 

Base, Japan. The 67th served in both Operation Iraqi Freedom 

and Operation Southern Watch. USAF

BElow Airmen assigned to the 485th Expeditionary Aircraft 

Maintenance Squadron perform scheduled maintenance on an 

F‑15C. They are at a forward‑deployed location in Southwest 

Asia during Operation Iraqi Freedom. The Eagle’s incredible 

performance throughout the war was due in large part to the 

men and women on the ground. USAF


